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Abstract

We prove that, somewhat surprisingly, there is no black-
box reduction of (poly-to-one) trapdoor functions to trap-
door predicates (equivalently, to public-key encryption
schemes). Our proof follows the methodology that was in-
troduced by Impagliazzo and Rudich [19], although we use
a new, weaker model of separation.

1 Introduction

In this paper we study the following problem: Do trap-
door predicates imply (poly-to-one) trapdoor functions? In
recent decades, we have gained better understanding of
the relationships among these primitives and related ones,
and about the possible implications of a (positive or neg-
ative) answer to this problem. The cryptographic research
has also developed tools and frameworks for studying this
type of problems (such as the Impagliazzo and Rudich [19]
methodology we use here). Yet, despite renewed efforts
in relevant directions, this fundamental problem remained
open (see, e.g., Goldwasser [17]). This paper gives anega-
tive answerto the above problemwith respect to black-box
reductions.

In order to place our result in context, we briefly review
what was known about the primitives and the relationship
between them prior to our work. We then proceed with a
more detailed exposition, further elaborating on black box
reductions, previous efforts, and our own result.

THE PRIMITIVES . Trapdoor (one-way) functions were in-
troduced by Diffie and Hellman [7], in their seminal work
which laid the foundations to public-key cryptography. In-
formally, a family of functions isone-wayif a functionFk
chosen from this family is easy to compute on any input but
hard to invert on the average. Such a family is a family of�University of Pennsylvaniaygertner@saul.cis.upenn.eduyAT&T Labs — Research, 180 Park Avenue, Florham Park, NJ 07932ftal,omerg@research.att.com

trapdoor (one-way) functions (TDF), if the key-generation
algorithm, in addition tok (which describes the function),
produces a trapdoor informationtk that allows its holder to
invert the functionFk. In this paper, by trapdoor functions
(or TDF) we refer to (one-way) trapdoor functions which
are poly-to-one, namely where the number of pre-images
for every point in the range is polynomial (this is well justi-
fied, due to the work of Bellare et. al. [3] discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2).

Trapdoor predicates, informally, are families ofproba-
bilistic functions overf0; 1g such that: (1) Given a keyk
it is easy to sample the output of the corresponding func-
tion pk on either0 or 1 but hard to distinguish these two
distributions. (2) Given the trapdoor informationtk, it is
easy to distinguish an output on0 from an output on1.
Goldwasser and Micali [18] defined trapdoor predicates and
showed their equivalence to semantically secure public-key
encryption (PKE). We will, therefore, use trapdoor predi-
cates and PKE interchangeably throughout the paper.

THE RELATIONSHIP. PKE schemes are often viewed as
essentially synonymous to trapdoor functions. Historically,
almost all PKE schemes were indeed based on assumptions
that were known to naturally yield trapdoor functions (ex-
ceptions will be discussed below). Yao [23] showed that
injective trapdoor functions imply trapdoor predicates, and
Bellare, Halevi, Sahai, and Vadhan [3] extended this result
to show that general (poly-to-one) trapdoor functions im-
ply trapdoor predicates (this is done using the Goldreich-
Levin [15] hard-core bit).

In the other direction, however, the question was left
open. Intuitively, the difference between trapdoor functions
and trapdoor predicates is that trapdoor functions are deter-
ministic and, given the trapdoor, allow recovery of acom-
plete inverse. In contrast, trapdoor predicates are proba-
bilistic and recover only thebit that the predicate was ap-
plied to (or themessage, for a many-bit PKE scheme), but
not necessarily therandomnessused to generate the out-
put. Therefore, in order to construct trapdoor functions
from trapdoor predicates some “de-randomization” would
need to occur.
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This is in fact, what was done by Bellare, Halevi, Sahai,
and Vadhan [3]in the random oracle model. That is, they
prove that, if (magically) a truly random function is avail-
able for use, trapdoor predicates can be turned into trapdoor
functions. Efforts to eliminate the random oracle proved
fruitless, not leaving much guidance towards proving a pos-
itive result in the standard model. (In hindsight, this is not
surprising, given the negative result of our paper). Recently,
Gertner, Kannan, Malkin, Reingold, and Viswanathan [10]
clarified the problem further by showing that there is no
black-box construction of trapdoorpermutationsfrom PKE.
Moreover, they also proved that there is no black-box con-
struction of trapdoor permutations from injective trapdoor
functions, indicating that trapdoor permutations are indeed
a stronger primitive than trapdoor functions (even injective
ones). They leave open the problem of whether trapdoor
functionscan be constructed from PKE.

In this paper, we resolve this problem negatively, with re-
spect to black-box reductions. In other words, we show that
public-key encryption does not require trapdoor functions,
and can be based on a strictly weaker assumption (with re-
spect to black-box reductions). Before further discussing
our result, we describe the relevant background and give
further details of previous results.

1.1 Black-Box Separations

Almost all modern cryptography is complexity-theory
based (the exceptions are constructs that can be proven
information-theoretically secure, e.g. encryption with a
one-time pad). In turn, complexity-theoretical cryptography
is based on unproven assumptions (at least as strong as the
existence of one-way functions, which impliesP 6= NP).
Hence, it is not surprising that one of the most fundamental
goals in cryptography has been to identify the minimal as-
sumptions under which major cryptographic primitives can
be proven secure.

Consider two primitivesP andQ, each of which can be
constructed under a (possibly different) unproven, yet plau-
sible, assumption. Demonstrating that (the existence of)Q
implies (the existence of)P may take the form of a reduc-
tion. That is, showing how to transform any implementation
of Q to an implementation ofP (this transformation is usu-
ally an efficient one), such that if the implementation ofQ
is secure, the resulting implementation ofP is also secure.
It is much less clear how to demonstrate or even state the
converse, namely thatQ does not implyP . Indeed, in what
sense the implication does not exist, if it is plausible that
both primitives exist? (after all, a reduction could ignoreQ
and buildP from scratch).

While we cannot completely overcome this difficulty,
Impagliazzo and Rudich [19] gave a method for separating
primitives under a restricted but important subclass of re-

ductions, namely,black-box reductions. Intuitively, a black-
box reduction ofP to Q is a construction ofP out of Q
that ignores the internal structure of the implementation ofQ, and just uses it as a “subroutine”. Furthermore, the se-
curity of the resulting implementation ofP can be based
solely on the security of the implementation ofQ and this
proof has a black-box flavor as well (that is, an adversary
that breaksQ can be constructed using only oracle calls toQ and the adversary that breaksP ). The exact definition
of black-box reductions and the methodology for black-box
separations are somewhat subtle, and details are given in
Section 2.1. An important property of black-box reductions
is that they work relative to any oracle. Therefore, one way
to prove that a black-box reduction ofP to Q is impossi-
ble is to prove the existence of an oracle relative to whichQ exist whereasP does not. Nevertheless, as we observe
in this work, it also suffices to demonstrate that, assuming
a reduction existed, there is an oracle relative to which the
primitiveQ exists, whereas the supposed construction ofP
is not secure. We note that [19] and subsequent works used
a few stronger variants of this separation methodology (see
Section 2.1).

As noted by Impagliazzo and Rudich, almost all con-
structions in cryptographyare black box. Moreover, the
only reductions which are not black-box, are highly ineffi-
cient (though still polynomial time). Therefore, if there are
no black-box reductions ofP toQ then a proof that the ex-
istence ofQ implies the existence ofP is most likely very
difficult to find. In other words, it is unlikely thatP can
be constructed fromQ using known techniques, and even
more unlikely that such a construction could be efficient.
Still, we stress that black-box separations have their limi-
tations. Indeed, some reductions used in cryptography are
not black-box. An important (and almost single) example
of a non black-box reduction is the proof that “all of NP has
zero knowledge proofs” [16] and its implications (see [19]
for a more detailed discussion of oracle separations in cryp-
tography).

Using the above methodology, Impagliazzo
and Rudich [19] proved that there is no black-box reduction
of one-way functions to key agreement, thus separating the
large body of primitives which are known to be equivalent
to one-way functions, from the primitives which are known
to imply key-agreement, in particular, TDF and PKE.

Subsequent works that used black-box separations in-
clude [21, 22, 20, 9, 10], some of which will be elaborated
upon in the sequel.

1.2 Efforts Towards Understanding the Relation-
ship Between PKE and TDF

As mentioned above, Bellare et. al. [3] used Goldreich-
Levin [15] to show that poly-to-one trapdoor functions
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imply trapdoor predicates (thus generalizing the result of
Yao [23] which applied only to injective trapdoor func-
tions). On the other hand, Bellare et. al. [3] showed that
trapdoor functions with super-polynomial pre-image size
can be constructed from one-way functions (thus, by Im-
pagliazzo and Rudich [19], separating between such super-
poly-to-one trapdoor functions and trapdoor predicates).In
a sense, this result means that trapdoor functions are “inter-
esting” only when they are poly-to-one (as we assume by
default throughout this paper).

Bellare et. al. [3] also addressed the converse, asking
whether trapdoor predicates imply trapdoor functions (the
question we focus on in this paper). They prove that such
an implication exists in the random oracle model.1 In this
model, it is assumed that a truly random function is avail-
able for all parties to use. Essentially, their trapdoor func-
tion construction uses this random oracle to de-randomize
PKE, by feeding the input message to the random oracle
function and using its output as randomness for encrypt-
ing the message; thus, the randomness is determined by the
message (via the random oracle), and so recovering just the
message is enough to find an inverse to the function. The
next natural step for proofs in this model, is trying to re-
place the random oracle with an actual (efficient) construc-
tion, such that the proof still carries through. In this case,
the natural candidate seems to be a pseudo-random gener-
ator. However, Bellare et. al. [3] show that such a generic
replacement would not work. Specifically, they show that
(assuming the existence of PKE) there exist a PKE schemeP and pseudorandom generatorG, such that their transfor-
mation ofP into a TDF usingG instead of the random ora-
cle is not secure (as it becomes easy to invert).

Recently, Gertner et. al. [10] have explored the relation-
ships among several cryptographic primitives. In particular,
they prove that PKE and oblivious transfer are incompara-
ble under black-box reductions, and as a consequence (since
trapdoor permutations imply both these primitives), thereis
no black-box construction of trapdoorpermutationsfrom
PKE. They leave open the problem of whether trapdoor
functionscan be constructed from PKE. Moreover, [10] also
prove that there is no black-box construction of trapdoor
permutations from injective trapdoor functions, indicating
that trapdoor permutations are indeed a stronger primitive
than trapdoor functions (even injective ones).

1.3 Our Result

We answer the long standing open problem of whether
trapdoor predicates imply trapdoor functions, with respect
to black-box reductions. Our answer is negative. Infor-
mally, our result means that in an essential way trapdoor1They in fact prove that in the random oracle model trapdoor predicates
imply injective trapdoor functions.

predicates cannot be de-randomized. We display our result
along with previous ones that were discussed above, in Fig-
ure 1.

As was pointed out by Bellare et. al. [3], their positive
result in the random oracle model implies that proving a
black-box separation (which is the goal we set to achieve)
is a difficult task. Intuitively, a careless attempt to use an
oracle towards separation would fail, since the oracle may
be used to de-randomize the public-key cryptosystem into
a trapdoor function (as in [3] or otherwise). Indeed, our
separation is quite complex, and it holds in a weaker model
than previous separations; specifically, rather than usinga
single separating oracle, we construct for every candidate
black box reduction an oracle relative to which trapdoor
predicates exist, but the given construction does not yield
poly-to-one TDF. Thus, in our model the candidate con-
struction cannot access the oracle that exhibits the sepa-
ration. Still, our model is strong enough to imply that no
black-box reductions from trapdoor functions to trapdoor
predicates exist. More generally, our model may be use-
ful to separate other primitives, where stronger separations
have not been found. More details about our black-box sep-
aration methodology appear in Section 2.1.

In our proof we make the following assumption regard-
ing the reduction of TDF to PKE (see Assumption 2 in Sec-
tion 3.2). Informally, we assume that the structural proper-
ties of the TDF family depend only on the structural proper-
ties of the given PKE. More specifically, by structural prop-
erties of the TDF family we mean the correctness of the
inversion algorithm (given the trapdoor key), and the poly-
nomial bounds on the pre-image size and on the running
times of the trapdoor function and the inverting algorithm;
By structural properties of the PKE system we mean its cor-
rectness (namely the fact that decryption works correctly
with respect to the key generation and encryption), the run-
ning time of the key generation, encryption, and decryption
functions, and their output lengths. We find this assump-
tion to be fairly reasonable (it is hard to imagine a reduction
where these properties depend on the security of the PKE
scheme in an intrinsic way). In fact, the actual assumption
that we need can be made substantially weaker.

Finally, an interesting result that follows from our proof,
is that there is no black-box reduction of trapdoor functions
to 1-round (i.e., 2-pass) honest oblivious transfer (OT). A
similar result (in a stronger separation model) fork-pass
OT (k � 3) is given in [10], following from their result
thatk-pass OT does not imply PKE in a black-box manner.
However, their proof does not apply to 2-pass OT (in fact
they show that 2-pass OTdoesimply PKE). We show that
because of the properties of the PKE in our oracle, it yields
2-pass OT, implying that there is no black-box construction
of trapdoor functions out of 2-pass OT.

Our result that PKE does not require trapdoor functions
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Figure 1. Previously known relations and our result. All (no n) implications are with respect to black-
box reductions. The dotted implication is in the random-ora cle model.

further motivates the search of new assumptions with the
hope of basing cryptography (and in particular PKE) on
the weakest assumptions possible. Below we briefly re-
view previous efforts towards this end (apart from the re-
lated work we already described).

1.4 Efforts Towards Basing PKE on Weaker As-
sumptions

Historically, almost all PKE schemes were based on as-
sumptions that were known to naturally yield trapdoor func-
tions. One notable exception was the El-Gamal scheme
[8], which is based on the hardness of taking discrete log-
arithms, and is semantically secure under the Decisional
Diffie-Hellman assumption. (The more recent Cramer-
Shoup scheme [5] is also based on the same assumption).

The problem of constructing PKE based on weaker as-
sumptions experienced a revival with the work of Ajtai [1],
who constructed a one-way function based on the worst-
case hardness of lattice reduction. Following that, Ajtai and
Dwork [2] proposed a public-key cryptosystem which is se-
cure based on the hardness of the unique shortest vector
problem. This provides a new example of PKE which is
based on an assumption that is not known to yield trapdoor
functions.2

These results open a new domain of plausible hardness
assumptions on which PKE (and other cryptographic prim-
itives) may be based. Moreover, these results are based on
worst caseinstances of lattice reduction problems. There-
fore, they along with several results about theNP-hardness2Interestingly, the PKE scheme of Goldreich Goldwasser, and
Halevi [14], which was also inspired by Ajtai’s work,is in fact based on a
conjectured trapdoor function. This trapdoor function relies on an assump-
tion related to a random version of the closest vector problem.

of approximating related lattice problems, provide a glim-
mer of hope towards basing cryptographyon the assumption
thatP 6= NP . However, there is a gap between the known
hardness results and those hardness assumptions required
for the above schemes to be secure, and in fact Goldreich
and Goldwasser [12] point to difficulties in trying to bridge
this gap. For further details we refer the reader to the dis-
cussion of Goldreich and Goldwasser [13], who, in light of
the abovementioned results, revisit the possibility of bas-
ing cryptography (and in particular PKE) on the assump-
tion thatP 6= NP .3 Their conclusion is that this problem
remains open.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Black-Box Reductions

A (standard) reduction of a primitiveP to a primitiveQ
consists of a construction ofP out ofQ, namely a construc-
tion of a polynomial time machineM(C) for every polyno-
mial time machineC, and a proof that wheneverC yields
an implementation ofQ, M(C) yields an implementation
of P . This is equivalent to showing that for every adversary
that breaksM(C), there exists an adversary that breaksC.
A black-box reductionof P toQ is a reduction that ignores
the internal structure ofQ’s implementation, and, moreover,
the proof of correctness is also black-box; that is, the adver-
sary breakingQ ignores the internal structure of the imple-
mentation ofQ and of the (alleged) adversary breakingP .3In their work, [13] generalize an old result of Brassard [4],showing
that if a restricted form of PKE can be based on anNP-hard problem, and
certain conditions on the scheme and on the reduction apply,thenNP =oNP .
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Ignoring the internal structure is modeled by granting only
oracle access (rather than, say, the description of the algo-
rithm), to the relevant machine. Somewhat more formally, a
black-box reduction ofP toQ, is a construction of polyno-
mial time oracle machinesM andAQ such that wheneverAP breaksMC (as an implementation ofP ),AAP ;CQ breaksC itself (as an implementation ofQ). In particular, both the
construction and the proof are independent of the computa-
tional complexity ofC andAP . Clearly, if a a black-box
reduction ofP toQ exists, we can conclude thatQ impliesP , since for any implementationC of Q, MC is an imple-
mentation ofP .

The Oracle Separation Paradigm. Let P;Q be two
cryptographic primitives. Arelativizing reductionof P toQ is a reduction that works relative toany oracle� (namely
a construction ofM�(C) such that for any� andC, when-
everC� is an implementation ofQ relative to�, M�(C)
is an implementation ofP relative to�). It is not hard to
see that this notion is less strict than black-box reductions.
Therefore, in order to prove that there is no black-box re-
duction ofP to Q, it suffices to construct an oracle� and
prove that relative to� the primitiveQ exists, whereasP
does not.

The oracle separations in [19] and in all subsequent
works used paradigms that were at least as powerful as the
one described above. In particular, they all prove that there
are no relativizing reductions between the relevant primi-
tives they deal with, from which they conclude that there is
no black-box reduction, either. We note that in some cases,
most notably in the work of Gennaro and Trevisan [9], even
stronger conclusions can be drawn (namely a wider variety
of reductions is ruled out).

In contrast, in this paper we use the following separa-
tion paradigm: We show that for every candidate black-box
construction ofP out of Q (in our caseP is TDF andQ
is PKE), there is an oracle� such that relative to� an im-
plementation ofQ exists, whereas the candidate construc-
tion of P does not work. Thus, using the same notation as
above, for every efficientM , we construct� and an efficientC such thatC� cannot be broken as an implementation ofQ relative to�, yetMC�

can be broken as an implemen-
tation ofP (namely we show an efficientAP such thatA�P
breaksMC�

). This immediately implies that no black box
reduction exists, since for anyM , there is noAQ that works

in a black box manner (sinceAC�;A�PQ can be efficiently im-
plemented with access to� alone, it cannot breakC�).

While our paradigm implies that no black-box reduction
exists, it does not imply that no relativizing reduction exist.
Indeed, we prove that for every constructionM there exists
an oracle� relative to which the construction fails, while to
exclude all relativizing reductions one must show that there

exists one oracle� relative to which every constructionM
fails. Thus, we do not rule out the possibility that for every
oracle there is a different construction.

We see no inherent reason why our result cannot be
extended to show that there are no relativizing reductions
of trapdoor functions to trapdoor predicates. However,
it seems like such a result cannot be achieved through a
simple and straight-forward extension of our work, espe-
cially given that our current proof is already quite involved
(throughout the exposition of our result, we try to demon-
strate why more naive approaches fail).

2.2 Weak Encryption

We already informally described TDF. Formal defini-
tions are omitted from this extended abstract, and we refer
the reader to, e.g., [11].

While the “right” definition of PKE security is semantic
security as defined by Goldwasser and Micali [18], it will
be convenient for us to use a weaker notion, which only
guarantees that it is hard to recover the entire messagem
from its ciphertext (although it may be easy to gain partial
information aboutm). The following definition differs from
standard semantically secure PKE in the last requirement:

Definition 1 A weak PKE scheme is a triplehG;E;Di of
probabilistic polynomial time algorithms (without loss of
generalityD is deterministic) such that:� G(1n) outputs a pair(sk; pk).� For every messagem of lengthn, any(sk; pk) output

byG on input1n, and all coin tosses ofE, it holds thatD(sk; E(pk;m)) = m.� For every probabilistic polynomial timeA and for ev-
ery polynomialpoly(�) there exists ann0 such that8n > n0Pr[(sk; pk) G(1n);m f0; 1gn;  E(pk;m) :A(pk; ; 1n) = m℄ < 1=poly(n)
(where probability is taken over the random coins ofG;E;A, and over the random choice ofm).

When the secret key generated byG is simply its random-
ness, we will slightly abuse notation and writeG(sk) = pk.

The notion of weak PKE is not strong enough in terms
of security, but it is sufficient for our purpose here, since,
as we claim below, semantically secure PKE is reducible to
weak PKE. Therefore, if there is a black-box reduction of
trapdoor functions to semantically secure PKE, there is also
a black-box reduction of trapdoor functions to weak PKE.

Lemma 1 For every triplehG;E;Di there exists a triplehG0; E0; D0i such that if the former is a weak PKE scheme,
the latter is a semantically secure PKE scheme.
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We conclude that it suffices for us to prove our result with
respect to weak PKE, namely show that for any candidate
black-box construction of TDF out of weak PKE, there is an
oracle relative to which weak PKE exists, but the resulting
construction is not TDF. In the remainder of this paper, by
PKE we refer to weak PKE.

3 The Oracle Separation

In this section we formally define our separation of PKE
from TDF. The methodology we use is the following (see
discussion in Section 2.1): First we define an oracleO that
is composed of a triple of oracleshG;E;Di that is a PKE
scheme relative toO (with probability 1). Suppose now that
one could construct, using a black box reduction, a (poly-
to-one) TDF from any (weak) PKE. LethG0O ; FO; TOi be
the TDF that are obtained fromhG;E;Di by this reduction.
We define an oracleR such that (with probability 1) rela-
tive to hO;Ri, the triplehG;E;Di remains a (weak) PKE,
whereashG0O ; FO; TOi is not a poly-to-one TDF, thus de-
riving a contradiction to the hypothesis that a black box re-
duction exists.

The rest of the section is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 3.1 we define the oracleO. In Section 3.2 we discuss
the (alleged) TDFhG0O ; FO ; TOi. In Section 3.3, we de-
fine the oracleR, which is in the heart of our separation. In
Section 3.4 we give our main separation theorem.

3.1 The oracleO
Definition 2 (of the oracleO)� A random length tripling function,G. We interpretG

as a key generating algorithmG(sk) = pk.� A random length tripling injective function,E. We in-
terpretE as an encryption algorithmE(pk; r;m) = .� The decryption algorithmD: If G(sk) = pk and for
somer andm of the same length aspk,E(pk; r;m) =, thenD(sk; ) = m; otherwise,D(sk; ) =?.

The definition of the oracleO is quite straightforward.
It is fairly easy to show that the triplehG;E;Di is a PKE
scheme relative toO. In fact (as will be used in the paper),hG;E;Di is a PKE scheme even against acomputationally
unboundedadversary that can queryO only in a polyno-
mial number of places. A more challenging task would be
to prove thathG;E;Di is a weak PKE scheme relative tohO;Ri. The restriction thatE is injective ensures perfect
decryption. We note that this restriction does not change
the distribution ofE in an essential way (a random length
tripling function is with probability 1 injective on all but
a finite number of input lengths). ThatE is length tripling

implies some additional properties ofhG;E;Di that are im-
portant for our proof. For example, the only feasible way to
come up with a ciphertext (an element in the range ofE) is
by queryingE. LettingG be a length tripling function is an
arbitrary choice (made to unify some of our notation).

3.2 The Trapdoor Function

Recall that our hypothesis is that a black box reduction
of TDF to any weak PKE exists. Now, lethG0O ; FO; TOi
be the TDF obtained fromhG;E;Di by this reduction: The
key generating algorithmG0O takes as input ann-bit ran-
dom strings and outputs(tk; k) wherek is the function de-
scription (i.e. the key) andtk is the trapdoor key. The func-
tion FOk on inputx outputsFOk (x) = y, and the inversion
algorithmTOk has the property thatFOk (TOk (tk; y)) = y
whenever there exist somes and x such thatG0O(s) =(tk; k) and y = FOk (x). We view n as the security pa-
rameter of the TDF. Without loss of generality,k is also ann-bit string and the domain ofFOk is f0; 1gn.

In our proof we use the following two assumptions about
the familyhG0O ; FO; TOi:
Assumption 1 The key generating algorithmG0O does not
queryD. Furthermore,tk is composed of all the queries
and answers made toG andE during the run ofG0. Without
loss of generality, wheneverFOk queries forD(sk; ) it first
queries forG(sk).

Assumption 1 is only made for the sake of presentation.
That is, we can prove our results without it. Note that,
sinceG andE are chosen at random,G0 cannot substan-
tially gain from a query for the value ofD on some input(sk; ): In caseG0 already “knows” thatG(sk) = pk and 2 fE(pk; �;m)g (by previously making the correspond-
ing queries) then it also knows thatD(sk; ) = m; Other-
wise, with overwhelming probabilityD(sk; ) =?. In both
cases, since the reply to the query is predictable, there is no
point in making it.

Assumption 2 For any possible value�O of the oraclesO,
if G �O(s) = (tk; k) andy = F �Ok (x) thenF �Ok (T �Ok (tk; y)) =y. Furthermore, for some constant� > 0, for any pos-
sible value�O of the oraclesO, for anyn-bit string s and(tk; k) = G0 �O(s) the following holds:

1. The running time ofG0 �O on anyn-bit input and the
running times ofF �Ok andT �Ok (tk; �) (on their domain)
is bounded byn�.

2. F �Ok is n�-to-one.

Assumption 2 is on the structure of the reduction our
proof excludes. As discussed in Section 1, we find this
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assumption to be fairly reasonable. In fact, the actual as-
sumption that we need is substantially weaker. For exam-
ple, we only need to assume thatT �Ok (tk; y) inverts a poly-
nomial fraction of the outputs ofF �Ok . However, this and
additional possible weakening of the assumption introduce
further complications in our separation. For the sake of
readability, we describe the simpler version of the separa-
tion in this extended abstract.

3.3 The OracleR
The heart of our oracle separation is the definition of the

oracleR such that relative tohO;Ri, the triplehG;E;Di
remains a (weak) PKE whereashG0O ; FO; TOi is not a
TDF. The formal definition we give in Subsection 3.3.2 is
quite complex and at least at first sight may not be very
intuitive. In order to clarify this definition, we start by dis-
cussing some relevant intuition.

Since relative tohO;Ri we want there to be an adversary
that breaks the trapdoor functionhG0O ; FO; TOi, it seems
natural to start by definingR to break the trapdoor func-
tion itself. The most straightforward definition of the oracleR would therefore be: on input(k; y), wherek is a key ofFO andy is an output ofFOk , the oracleR returns some
input x such thatFOk (x) = y (if such anx exists). With
such a definition all that is left to prove is thathG;E;Di
is still a weak PKE relative tohO;Ri. However, this claim
is in fact false. Consider the following example for whichR can break the weak PKE. The key generating algorithmG0O starts by invokingG (of the PKE) on a random in-
put sk to obtainpk = G(sk). It then keepspk as part
of the public keyk. The functionFOk is defined such thatFOk (x) = 0 : : : 0 if G(x) = pk, and otherwise it returns
some arbitrary function ofx. In this example, an adver-
saryA that gets as input the public keypk of the PKE can
derive the corresponding secret keysk by queryingR on(pk; 0 : : :0) (and thusA breakshG;E;Di even as a weak
PKE).

We conclude that this definition ofR is too strong. In-
stead we use a weaker definition, whereR is allowed to
refuse to answer some set of “dangerous” queries. A dan-
gerous query would be a query(k; y) of an adversaryAwith
input (; pk) (a ciphertext and public key of the PKE) that
may give information about the corresponding secret key
or message (such as the query(pk; 0 : : : 0) in the example
above). The challenge is to define the set of queries thatR
refuses to answer in such a way that (1) This set includes all
the queries that are indeed “dangerous” (and thus the weak
PKE is still secure), but nevertheless (2)R provides a valid
answer to a non-negligible fraction of the queries(k; y),
(and thusR still breaks the trapdoor functions). We note
that while in the previous example it was easy to identify
the dangerous query, our analysis will have to handle more

subtle examples. Loosely speaking, this analysis demon-
strates that the dangerous queries(k; y) can be divided into
ones where(; pk) is “encoded” intok in some malicious
way and ones where is “encoded” intoy (the case wherepk is also “encoded” intoy turns out to be less interesting).
We elaborate on these cases below.

Handling invalid keys The first obstacle in the definition
of R is to define its response to a query(k; y) wherek is
an invalid key (i.e.k cannot be obtained by invokingG0O).
The two most natural possibilities seem to be: (1) InvertFOk regardless of whetherk is valid or not. (2) Reject any
input(k; y), wherek is invalid. As it turns out, both of these
solutions can give rise to dangerous queries:

1. An invalid keyk may not have a corresponding trap-
door key that allows for the efficient inversion ofFOk .
In such a case, invertingFOk may be dangerous. For
example, we may have invalid keys of the formk = pk
for whichFOk (m; r) = E(pk; r;m). If R is willing to
invertFOk for such invalid keys it can be easily used to
break the encryption schemehG;E;Di.

2. An oracleR that rejects invalid keys gives a test for the
validity of keys. This in itself may be enough to breakhG;E;Di. Consider for example a key generating al-
gorithmG0O that first invokesG on a random inputsk
to obtainpk = G(sk). Further assume that part of
the public keyk generated byG0O includes the string(pk; i; �) where� is thei-th bit of sk for a random in-
dex i. It is not hard to see that a validity test for keys
generated by this specificG0O gives an efficient way
to invertG, thus shuttering the security ofhG;E;Di.

We now discuss a (somewhat unexpected) solution to the
problem of invalid keys: Instead of inverting the functionFk relative to the oracleO wherek may or may not be a
valid key, the oracleR will invert it relative to another or-
acle ~O wherek is definitely a valid key. This is of course
useless in breakinghG0O ; FO ; TOi unlessFOk andF ~Ok are
sufficiently similar. To obtain this property,~O is defined
such that it agrees withO on a list of queriesL that con-
tains all the queries that are likely to be asked inFOk (�x)
for a random�x (the listL will also contain all the “short”
queries for some technical reasons we omit in this intuitive
discussion).

To be a bit more specific,R will select a trapdoor keytk0 and will define an oracle~O such that(tk0; k) is in the
range ofG0 ~O . In order to invertF ~Ok on y, the oracleR
will simulateT ~Ok (tk0; y) (that is, simulateTk relative to the
oracle ~O and using the trapdoor keytk0).
Dangerous queries revisited Consider an adversaryA
with input (; pk) and access toR andO that tries to break
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the PKE. The way the definition ofR usesT is an impor-
tant step towards ensuring thatA could besimulated without
access toR (which will imply thatA must fail). Loosely,
the only scenario where this simulation cannot be carried
through is whenA queriesR on(k; y) and the simulation ofT ~Ok (tk0; y) requiresR in order to evaluateD(sk; ) (for thesk corresponding topk). Therefore such queries(k; y) are
exactly the “dangerous” ones. As mentioned above, these
queries fall into two types:

(1) A query (k; y) that encodes(; pk) into k: This es-
sentially means thatG0O , when generating(tk; k), queriesE on (m; r; pk) and gets as output. This kind of queries
are handled by the definition oftk0 and ~O. Loosely, ~O is al-
tered on any query that is likely to be related totk (given the
keyk). Therefore, the simulation ofT ~Ok (tk0; y) will give no
new information ontk.

(2) A query (k; y) that encodes into y: The most nat-
ural wayy can encode is if the evaluation ofy = FOk (x)
queriesE on (m; r; pk) and gets. Intuitively however, the
adversaryA should not be able to create such a valuey with-
out knowingr: sinceFOk is invertible, it should be possible
to retriever by applyingTOk (tk; y). Since the message in
itself is not sufficient for this purpose (even given the secret
key sk), y should contain additional information that im-
pliesr. SinceA only knows it is therefore bound to fail in
generating such ay. A bit more formally, assuming towards
contradiction thatA succeeds in creating such a query, we
will prove the existence of another algorithmA0 with input andthe secret keysk that retrievesr without queryingR.

As it turns out, can be “encoded” intoy even when is
not obtainedby a query toE during the evaluation ofy =FOk (x). Loosely speaking, to handle such queries,R keeps
track of every ciphertext that is part of an “informative”
query toD made during the simulation ofx0 = T ~Ok (tk0; y).
For every such, the oracleR verifies that is also obtained
by a query toE during the evaluation ofFOk (x0). If this is
not the case,R refuses to answer the query(k; y). We prove
that this does not usually happen for a random query(k; y).
3.3.1 Notation

In order to define the oracleR formally, we need to intro-
duce some notation.

Definition 3 Thequery list of a procedureM with oracle
access to the oracle~B = fB1; B2; : : :g is the list of all
values(q; i; a) such thatM queriesBi onq anda = Bi(q).
The oracle~B is consistentwith a list of values of the form(q; i; a), if for any such value(q; i; a) in the lista = Bi(q).
Definition 4 The B-list of a procedureM with oracle ac-
cess to the oracleB and possibly other oracles is the list of

all values(q; a) such thatM queriesB onq anda = B(q).
A list L is a B-list if it consists of values(q; a) such thata = B(q).
Definition 5 Let Ê andD̂ be two oracles, letL1 be anÊ-
list, and letL2 be a D̂-list. L2 � L1 if for every entry((�; );m) 2 L2, ((�; �;m); ) 2 L1. Otherwise,L2 6� L1.

Definition 6 Let Ô be the oracleÔ = hĜ; Ê; D̂i and letL̂
be a query list. A query(sk; ) to D̂ made byT Ôk (tk0; y)
is informative wrt. L̂ if (1) D̂(sk; ) 6=?, (2) T did not
previously querŷE on someq s.t. Ê(q) = , (3) (�; 2; ) 62L̂.

3.3.2 Formal Definition ofR
As discussed above to answer a query(k; y), the oracleR
simulatesT ~Ok (tk0; y). Most ofR’s definition (Steps 1 to 3
below) is devoted to defining howtk0 and ~O are selected.

Let `1(�), `2(�) and`3(�) be three polynomials that are
determined by our analysis (and depend on the constant�
in Assumption 2). On input(k; y), wherek is n-bit long,R
performs the following procedure:

Step 1. Let `1 = `1(n), `2 = `2(n) and `3 = `3(n).
Pick uniformly at random̀1 n-bit stringsu1; : : : ; u`1 . RunFk on u1; : : : u`1 and letL be the union of the query lists
of FOk (u1); : : : ; FOk (u`1). Furthermore, add intoL all the
triples(q; 1; G(q)) and(q; 2; E(q)) for all queriesq that are
up tolog `3-bit long.

Remarks: With high probability,L contains all the queries
that are frequently asked byFOk . Since ~O will be defined
to agree withO on all except for a polynomial number of
queries, and since it will be defined to be consistent withL,
it will follow that FOk (x) = F ~Ok (x) on almost all inputs.
Furthermore,L contains all the queries that are shorter thanlog `3 bits and therefore~O andO agree on these queries.

Step 2. Sample a trapdoor keytk0 by picking uniformly
at random from the spacehs; �O; tk0i, wheres is a random
input toG0, and the oracle�O has the same distribution asO under the restriction that�O is consistent withL, andG0 �O(s) = (tk0; k). If suchtk0 does not exist, output? and
halt. Recall thattk0 is composed of all the queries made byG0 �O(s) to �G and �E (see Assumption 1 in Section 3.2).� SetTK = tk0 and let the listC contain all the cipher-

texts such that(�; 2; ) 2 tk0.
Furthermore, samplè2 � 1 additional trapdoor keystk1; : : : ; tk`2�1 under the same distribution independently

at random.
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� For every(q; �; �) 2 tki, if (q; �; �) 62 TK [ L, setTK = (q; �; a) [ TK, wherea is a uniform string
three times longer thanq.� Add toC all the ciphertexts such that(�; 2; ) 2 tki
for somei and(�; 2; ) 62 L.

Remarks: ~O will be defined to be consistent withTK
and, in particular, it will be consistent withtk0. Therefore,tk0 will be a trapdoor key that corresponds tok in ~O (i.e.(tk0; k) will be an output ofG0 ~O).C contains all the ciphertexts that are intk0. This will
be used in the definition of~O to prevent collision between
outputs of~E taken fromtk0 and outputs of~E inherited fromE.TK and C also have an additional part that is de-
fined by tk1; : : : ; tk`2�1 and plays a different role:TK
contains all the queries that are in the trapdoor keystk1; : : : ; tk`2�1, whereasC contains all the ciphertexts
from tk1; : : : ; tk`2�1 that are not already inL. With high
probability, these queries (resp. ciphertexts) include all the
queries (resp. ciphertexts) that are likely to be intk. There-
fore, the wayTK andC are incorporated intoO will guar-
antee that~O (and in particular,T ~Ok ) does not not leak any
additional information abouttk.

Step 3.

Definition 7 (of the oracle ~O) Let ~O be the oracleh ~G; ~E; ~Di where� ~G: If (sk; 1; pk) 2 TK then ~G(sk) = pk. Otherwise~G(sk) = G(sk).� ~E: If ((pk; r;m); 2; ) 2 TK then ~E(pk; r;m) =. Otherwise let = E(pk; r;m), if  62 C then~E(pk; r;m) = . Otherwise, select~E(pk; r;m) uni-
formly at random.� ~D: If ~E( ~G(sk); r;m) =  then ~D(sk; ) = m. Other-
wise ~D(sk; ) =?.

If ~E is not injective output? and halt.

Remarks: The functions~E andE are almost identical. The
only exceptions are the values of~E that are taken fromtk0
and those outputs of~E that are chosen at random byR (ei-
ther in the definition ofTK or when selecting~E(pk; r;m)
in caseE(pk; r;m) 2 C).

Since the length of each listtki andtk0 is at mostn�, the
lengths ofTK andC are bounded bỳ2n�. The number of
outputs of ~E that are chosen at random byR is at most the
size of the listsTK andC put together which is at most2`2(n)n�.

Step 4. Definex0 = T ~Ok (tk0; y). LetQT be the list of in-
formative queries to~D with respect toTK andL that were
made byT ~Ok (tk0; y). DefineFOk (x0) = z and letQFX 0 be
theE-list of FOk (x0). If z = y andQT � QFX 0, outputx0. Otherwise output?.

3.4 The Main Theorem

We are now ready to give the main theorem of our sepa-
ration:

Theorem 2 With probability 1 over the choice of the or-
acles hO;Ri, we have that relative tohO;Ri the triplehG;E;Di is a weak PKE, whereashG0O ; FO; TOi is not
a poly-to-one one-way TDF.

The proof of Theorem 2 follows the intuition given above
(mainly in Section 3.3). Nevertheless, the complete proof is
significantly more involved and is omitted here for lack of
space.

3.5 Separating 1-round honest OT and TDF

As an extension of our main separation, we prove that
there is no black-box reduction of trapdoor functions to 2-
pass (i.e., 1-round) honest oblivious transfer. Below we
briefly describe what was previously known about the re-
lationship between OT and TDF, and how our construction
yields the extension to 2-pass OT. All implications we refer
to below are with respect to black-box reductions.

Gertner et. al. [10] show thatk-pass OT fork � 3 does
not imply PKE. Since TDF imply PKE (as proved by Bel-
lare et. al. [3]), it follows thatk-pass OT fork � 3 does
not imply TDF. However, this result does not extend to2-
pass OT (which does imply PKE), leaving the relationship
between 2-pass OT and TDF open. For the other direction,
while [10] prove that in genreal PKE does not imply OT,
they also prove that when the given PKE satisfies certain
properties, it does imply OT. In particular, they consider
a property which was also defined (in another context) by
Damgaard and Nielsen [6] who called it oblivious public
key generation. A PKE(G;E;D) satisfies oblivious public
key generation, if it is possible to efficiently select a stringpk with a distribution which is indistinguishable from that
of a public key generated byG, while preserving the seman-
tic security of the encryptionE(pk; �; �). Namely, even the
algorithm that selectspk does not learn anything on a mes-
sagem from its encryptionE(pk; r;m) (with randomr). It
is proven in [10] that a PKE satisfying oblivious public key
generation implies honest 2-pass OT.44The OT protocol begins by Bob sending to Alice two stringspk; pk0,
one of which he obtained by runningG and one of which was sampled
obliviously. Alice uses them to encrypt her two secrets and sends to Bob,
who can decrypt one of them but not the other.
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We show that the PKEhG;E;Di of our oracle construc-
tion does in fact satisfy oblivious public key generation: it
is easy to sample a random stringpk of length3n, which is
indistinguishable from a string that was generated byG(sk)
for a randomsk of lengthn. Furthermore, choosingpk in
this manner maintains the semantic security ofE(pk; �; �),
as can be proven using fairly standard techniques. Thus,
the same proof of the main theorem holds for the stronger
result: weak PKE with the oblivious public key generation
property does not imply (in black box reduction) trapdoor
functions. In addition, it follows from the proof of Lemma 1
that weak PKE satisfying oblivious public key generation
implies semantically secure PKE satisfying this property.
Since semantically secure PKE satisfying this property im-
plies 2-pass honest OT, we have a separation between 2-pass
honest OT and trapdoor functions.
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